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Abstract 

The prostate is a small gland (walnut-sized) positioned beneath the urinary bladder in male person. The 

prime work of the prostate gland is the storage of seminal fluid that supplies nourishment to sperm and 

helps in its transportation. In older age, the prostate gland goes to enlarge according to time stretch and 

goes to benign prostatic hypertrophy (BPH). However, in the process of tumor development, prostate 

cells are altered into tumor cells by the uncontrolled division of prostate cells. BPH symptoms are 

similar to those of prostate cancer (PCa), but it does not cause uncontrolled growth and metastasis. PCa 

is second most frequently diagnosed male cancer after lung carcinoma on the planet. It has 12, 76,106 

(7.1%) new cases and a mortality rate of 3.8 percent of all deaths caused by cancer in men in 2018. 

Androgen-induced activation of GPR56 signaling is important for normal classical androgen signaling 

via the nuclear AR. By using GPR56 as a therapeutic target, classical androgen signaling can also be 

inhibited. 
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Introduction 

Prostate malignant growth is among the main 10 most normal diseases in the remainder of 

the Indian populace, with male cases positioning second and third in places like Delhi, Pune, 

Kolkata, Thiruvananthapuram, Bangalore, and Mumbai. In India, prostate disease occurrence 

rates are increasing rapidly. As per the PBCR information, the quantity of cases will twofold 

constantly 2020.  

Androgens (a steroid chemical) and its ligand-subordinate record factor, known as AR, are 

expected for the development and improvement of the ordinary prostate and PCa. By joining 

to the cytosolic AR, androgens start to act. At the point when androgen ties to AR, it 

dimerizes, enters the core, ties to the androgen reaction component, and adjusts the record of 

androgen delicate genes. This addresses the conventional or genomic process, which requires 

changes in quality record and can require hours or days to show up. As per late examinations, 

androgens can likewise apply their belongings in a moment or two or minutes through a non-

old style or non-genomic component. Routine inhibitors of androgen flagging don't impede 

this course, which is intervened by film AR. Patients with PCa who have malignant growth 

that has simply spread to the prostate organ can browse different treatments, including a 

medical procedure, radiation, chemotherapy, immunotherapy, and cautious pausing. In any 

case, since androgens control the tireless development of the prostate, hormonal treatments 

that target androgen or AR, like androgen removal treatment, are essential for the beginning 

phases of the illness. Huggins and Hodges in 1941 represent the way that mutilation in 

patients could reduce prostate cancer development, exhibiting the fundamental reliance of 

PCa on testosterone flagging. Since that time, the fundamental course of treatment for PCa 

patients has been endocrine medications intended to lessen AR flagging, either by bringing 

down androgen stages through physical or synthetic means or by utilizing AR inhibitors. 

Notwithstanding, these treatment choices just give transitory reprieve in light of the fact that 

an untreatable, more forceful, androgen-autonomous variation of the growth generally 

repeats. 

Examination of growth tests from patients with emasculation safe prostate disease (CRPC) or 

xenograft models uncovered that the enactment of AR by particles, for example, cytokines or 

development factors that animate other cell pathways that in a roundabout way invigorate  
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androgen freedom remembers overexpression of AR for a 

large number of these cancers, transformations in AR and 

it’s on the other hand grafted structures, expanded 

coactivator articulation, and actuation of AR by these 

particles. 

As a matter of fact, the flipping of the tranquil prostate cells 

into a functioning state is welcomed on by the arrival of 

flowing and privately created substances dealing with cell 

receptors, prompting uncontrolled cell multiplication. The 

G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the main cell 

receptors related with PCa. Dangerous prostate habitually 

has expanded articulation of various GPCRs contrasted with 

ordinary prostate, including the FSH receptor, bradykinin 1 

receptor, and endothelin 1A receptor. These discoveries, 

when thought about all in all, firmly propose that the GPCR 

framework should be in the "on" level in dangerous prostate, 

straightforwardly or in a roundabout way advancing cancer 

development. 

Three potential layer ARs — GPRC6A, OXER1, and 

ZIP9— have been proposed in late examinations, the initial 

two of which are GPCRs. While the majority of GPRC6A's 

activities are interceded by enacting the Gq and Gi flagging 

pathways, OXER1 capabilities are intervened by the Gi or 

G/pathways. Notwithstanding, neither of these GPCRs is 

being read up for their capability in ordinary androgen 

flagging. 

We portray a grip GPCR, GPCR 205 (otherwise called 

GPR56), which shows primary similitudes to the AR ligand 

restricting space utilizing a bioinformatics technique (LBD). 

We likewise analyzed GPR56's ability to show androgen 

restricting utilizing stream cytometry. The discoveries 

recommended that testosterone (an androgen) is bound to 

GPR56. GPR56 overexpression in growths can further 

develop androgen flagging even in patients getting androgen 

removal treatment assuming GPR56 is associated with 

ordinary androgen flagging. We likewise differentiated 

GPR56 articulation between growth tests and sound prostate 

tissue to evaluate this. Every one of the 25 growth tests 

dissected showed expanded GPR56 mRNA articulation. We 

reasoned from these discoveries that testosterone can tie to 

GPR56, which is important for a speedy film started 

response. The enactment of PKA by androgen restricting to 

GPR56 causes the arrival of AR from HSP90 and its 

movement into the core. We likewise show that androgen 

restricting to GPR56 enacts the Rho pathway, 

recommending an expected job for this course in cell 

movement. Our examination additionally shows that 

androgen-actuated excitement of GPR56 flagging is critical 

for commonplace atomic AR-intervened traditional 

androgen flagging. As a matter of fact, our review is quick 

to depict a GPCR that can take part in atomic AR-intervened 

old style androgen flagging. 

There is a need to reveal extra focuses for determination as 

well as strengthen the improvement of therapies on the 

grounds that PCa keeps on being the most widely 

recognized disease in guys and essential treatment 

approaches like chemical treatment are coming up short. 

Since it has been distinguished as a testosterone fastener, a 

supporter of androgen flagging, and a potential capability in 

growth development, GPR56 might be utilized as a helpful 

objective to help hormonal treatment in patients with 

emasculation safe prostate disease (CRPC). These 

exploration results will bring issues to light of the 

components basic androgen action and may support the 

making of viable inhibitors of androgen flagging. 

 

Research Methodology 

Plasmids and Reagents 

Dr. Hsi-Hsein Lin, Overseer of the Alumni Program in 

Atomic Medication, Division of Microbial science and 

Immunology, School of Medication, Chang Gung College, 

Taiwan, gave the PCMV-AR plasmid. Elizabeth Wilson 

(Regenerative Science Lab, College of North Carolina) gave 

the GFP-AR plasmid, and Prof. Rakesh K. Tyagi charitably 

gave the GFP-AR (Extraordinary Place for Sub-atomic 

Medication, JNU, New Delhi, India). Glyceraldehyde 3-

phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) immunizer, femto 

LUCENT, and antibodies GPR56, AR441, and hostile to 

mouse horseradish peroxidase (HRP)- form were given by 

St Nick Cruz Biotechnology and G Biosciences, separately. 

Sigma-Aldrich was utilized for the acquisition of 

testosterone, T-BSA, FITC, and BSA. Hoechst color and 

Cell Titer 96 watery one arrangement reagents for the 3-

(4,5-dimethythiazol-2-yl)- 2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide 

(MTT) measure pack was from Sigma and Promega, 

individually. The Luciferase Measure Unit and Polymerase 

Chain Response (PCR) Pack was from Promega. 

Streptomycin and fetal ox-like serum (FBS) were purchased 

from Thermo Fischer and Greetings Media, separately. 

pcDNA3.1 was gained from Sigma Aldrich through the 

Q5® Site-Coordinated Mutagenesis Pack (NEB, inventory 

number #E0554S). Other sub-atomic science grade reagents, 

including trypsin EDTA, were bought from SRL in India, 

while Lipofectamine 2000 was bought from Thermo Fisher 

Logical (USA). The NEB was utilized to acquire the Rear 

III limitation chemical. Iscript cDNA blend pack and Trizol 

reagent were bought from Biorad and Thermo Fisher 

Logical, separately, in the US. Sigma Aldrich gave siRNA 

against GPR56, siRNA against G13, mixed siRNA, and 

siRNA against PKA. examine for GTP-Rho pull-down 

initiation The cAMP measure unit was bought from 

Promega, the biochem pack was bought from Cytoskeleton 

Pvt. Ltd., the PKA examine pack was bought from Aviva 

Frameworks Science, and the RNA unit was bought from 

Promega. 

ATCC (Pune, India) created cell culture LNCaP, PC3, 

DU145, TM3, HEK293 and Cos-1 cell frame, which was 

sold by the Public Place for Cell Science (NCCS). RPMI 

1640, DMEM, and HAM's F12 (Himedia, New Delhi, India) 

with 10% fetal cow-like serum were utilized to support 

these cells (Thermo Fischer Logical, USA). Other atomic 

science grade reagents, including trypsin EDTA, were 

bought from SRL in India, while Lipofectamine 2000 was 

bought from Thermo Fisher Logical (USA). 

 

Reverse transcription, PCR, and RNA isolation 

As per the maker's directions, complete cell RNA was extrac 

40 °C. ted for use in the GPR56 quality articulation 

examination utilizing a Trizol-based method. On petri 

dishes, cells were lysed utilizing 1 ml of Treagent. Utilizing 

the Utilizing Trizol Reagent, complete tissue RNA was 

extricated as both ordinary and dangerous tissue. 50-100 mg 

of tissue were joined with 1 ml of Trizol reagent and 

sonicated for 25 minutes. Chloroform was added, 

energetically shaken for 15-30 seconds, and afterward kept 

at room heat for 300 seconds. From that point onward, the 

blend was centrifuged at 12000 g fminutes5 min. at 40C. It 
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was tenderly scratched off and encouraged by adding 500 

liters of isopropanol for 10 minutes at room temperature. 

The encouraged RNA was then centrifuged at 12,000 rpm 

for 10 minutes at 40 °C to pelletize it. The pill was air dried 

out prior to being resuspended in 50 liters of DEPC water 

liberated from RNase. Utilizing the Biorad Iscript cDNA 

blend pack as per the maker's directions, 1 g of the obtained 

RNA was utilized to make cDNA, which was then utilized 

for a quantitative RT-PCR investigation of GPR56 

articulation. The accompanying preliminary pair — 5'- 

GGTACAGAACACCAAAGTAGCCAAC (forward) and 

3'- TCAACCCAGAACACATTGC (switch) — was utilized 

in a PCR cycle to enhance GPR56 (combined by 

Gbiosciences, USA). The accompanying groundwork 

matches were utilized for the enhancement of the GPR56 

quality (N-and C-terminal) in typical and harmful tissue 

(they were delivered by Eurofins Genomics, Karnataka, 

India): GPR56 (N-Terminal), 5'- 

GAGTAGCTGGGATTACAGGT (Forward), and 3'- 

AAGCGAAAGTCTTCCCTGTG (Switch), as well as 

GPR56 (C-Terminal), 5'- 

CTCGAGGGGTACAACCTCTAACCT (Forward) and turn 

around) The control was the declaration of beta-actin. On a 

2% agarose gel, response items were isolated to decide the 

sub-atomic sizes of the GPR56 amplicons. A sub-atomic 

imager, BIO-RAD, was utilized to get the gel pictures. 

 

Western Blot Analysis 

Cell lysis support containing 20 mM Tris/HCl (pH 7.5), 150 

mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P40, and 1 mM Dithiothreitol, along 

by means of protease inhibitors aprotinin (10 g), phenyl 

methane sulfonyl fluoride (10 g), and a phosphatase 

inhibitor mixed drink (10 l), was utilized to produce entire 

cell or tissue lysate. The lysate was stayed for 15 minutes at 

14,000 rpm and 4 °C. The supernatant was utilized as entire 

cell lysate; the pellet was not taken and is being disposed of. 

Utilizing the Bradford unit, the protein fixations were 

estimated (Himedia). The examples weronput to PVDF 

layer after SDS/PAGE partition of the examples (MDI). The 

film was obstructed in TBST (Tris cushioned saline/Tween 

20) winon5% Non-fat dry milk for 2 hours at 40C. TBST is 

made out of 20 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and 

0.1% Tween 20. The essential neutralizer was weakened in 

TBST with 3% non-fat dry milk and hatched for the time 

being at 40 °C on the layer. Following three 15-minute 

TBST washes, the layer was brooded for two hours at room 

temperature with a HRP-formed auxiliary immunizer. 

Subsequent to washing, femto LUCENT recognized 

immunoreactive groups (G Biosciences). 

 

Results Analysis 

GPR56 induces cell proliferation 

The turn of events and spread of cancers rely intensely upon 

multiplication. Changes in the statement of cell cycle 

qualities and proteins act as a sign of this. Moreover, the 

actuation of various sign transduction pathways advances 

the turn of events and expansion of cells. At the point when 

LNCaP cells are animated by testosterone, key flagging 

pathways for cancer multiplication like PKA, MAPK, and 

P13K/AKT are initiated (Youyuan et al., 2006) [17]. GPR56 

has been recommended to have different capabilities in the 

development and metastasis of growth cells (Shashidhar et 

al., 2005; Lei et al., 2010; Ke et al., 2007) [18, 19, 2]. In any 

case, it is as yet hazy regardless of whether it animates 

growth cell expansion. LNCaP cells were utilized in the 

MTT analysis to analyze GPR56's capability in cell 

multiplication. When contrasted with untransfected LNCaP 

cells, the GPR56 siRNA-transfected LNCaP cells showed 

significantly decreased cell expansion. 

HEK 293 cells were utilized in the MTT analysis to look at 

GPR56's capability in cell multiplication. In contrast with 

non-transfected HEK293 cells, overexpression of GPR56 

helped cell expansion. 

To confirm the capability of GPR56 in cell multiplication, 

the MTT analyze was likewise completed on the PC3 

prostate malignant growth cell line. When contrasted with 

ordinary PC3 cells, the GPR56 siRNA-transfected PC3 cells 

showed extensively diminished cell expansion. 

 

GPR56 expression in Patient’s normal versus tumor 

samples 

Various cell types' demeanor of GPR56 has been connected 

to cell development and metastasis. GPR56 protein was 

accounted for to be negligible in a few human pancreatic 

disease cell lines, albeit a high amount of mRNA has been 

found. As per the Shashidhar bunch, gliomas display strange 

GPR56 articulation, and the recombinant N-terminal portion 

of GPR56 hinders glioma cell attachment. Then again, 

GPR56 mRNA record levels were emphatically raised in 

human growth tissues of the colon, pancreas, and lungs, as 

per Ke et al. (2007) [2], demonstrating that GPR56 might 

energize change and carcinogenesis. 

These clashing examination studies demonstrate that GPR56 

could work contrastingly in different growth types. We 

search for any distinctions in GPR56 articulation, both at the 

mRNA and protein levels, among ordinary and harmful 

prostate examples to evaluate the association of GPR56 in 

the multiplication of prostate growths. RNA was separated 

from 25 patients' matched examples of ordinary and harmful 

prostate tissue. Given the various potential GPR56 records 

in a cell, RT-PCR was done utilizing two arrangements of 

GPR56 groundworks that covered part of either the N-

terminal or the C-terminal locales of the GPR56 mRNA 

record. Utilizing both the N-terminal and C-terminal 

preliminary sets, it was observed that GPR56 articulation 

was expanded in all of the growth tests contrasted with the 

ordinary examples (Fig. 1). It has been exhibited that band 

density for the N-or C-terminal locales of the GPR56 

mRNA record in tolerant tissue tests might be measured. 
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Fig 1: Demonstration RT-PCR examination of GPR56 in harmonized normal (N) vs prostate tumor (T) tissue from individual patient’s 

samples (P1-P10) (P11-P25) patient’s sample 

 

GPR56 protein represents in normal versus tumor 

tissue. 

To exhibit the progressions in GPR56 articulation at the 

protein stage in typical versus growth tissue, western 

smudge examination has been performed utilizing GPR56 

immune response (Fig. 2). Articulation of GPR56 is 

essentially upper at the protein level in every cancer tissue 

broke down (power measurement shown). 
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Fig 2: GPR56 protein looks in normal versus tumor tissue 

 

To check the outflow of GPR56 in prostate growth tests of 

patients overall TCGA information examination was 

performed utilizing quality articulation information from 

495 growth and typical examples from GDC entrance of 

Public Disease Organization (http://portal.gdc.cancer.gov). 

Our examination uncovered practically 3.4 overlay higher 

articulation of GPR56 in growth tests when contrasted with 

typical examples demonstrating a general distinction in 

articulation of GPR56 in prostate disease patients (Fig. 3). 

 

 
 

Fig 3: Examination of TCGA information of Membrane androgen receptors genes 

 

The film androgen receptor qualities are GPR56, GPRC6A, 

ZIP9, and OXER1. Their demeanor and examination with 

public service announcement quality articulation was 

finished in typical prostate (n = 45) and prostate growth 

patient's examples (n = 450) utilizing a RNA-seq dataset for 

prostate disease known as TCGA_Prad. The examination is 

finished involving the GDC entrance for disease genomics. 

In view of our discoveries and prior reports, equal androgen 

effects pathways appear to be dynamic in cells. a non-

genomic pathway interceded by GPR56 (and perhaps other 

GPCRs) that initiates cAMP and PKA, and a genomic 

flagging trail intervened by direct restricting of androgens to 

the atomic AR (Fig. 4). Enactment of both of these 

pathways is by all accounts expected for complete androgen 

flagging. 
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Fig 4: Subsequent the classical path, testosterone traverse the membrane to come into the cytosol and bind to AR 

 

It also activates GPR56, which is presents on the membrane, 

and creates activation of the PKA and Rho pathways by a 

non-genomic method. Commencement of nongenomic and 

genomic pathway is essential for the translocation of AR in 

the core and transcript of AR target genes. 

 

Discussion 

Prior research depicts that PKA initiation is an essential step 

for phosphorylation of HSP90 bound to unliganded AR. 

This cause the arrival of AR and it is atomic movement. AR 

record is essentially decreased when GPR56 or PKA 

articulation is diminished in LNCaP cells involving siRNA. 

Transfecting GPR56 with AR upgrades record in HEK 293 

cells, yet AR record is insignificant when cells are co-

transfect with GPR56 N-terminal or GPR56 twofold freak. 

Likewise, true to form, knockdown of GPR56 articulation 

prompted impounding of AR in the cytoplasm. Whereas the 

majority of the AR have moved into the core in the span of 

1 hour in LNCaP cells, the bring in of GFP-AR in cells 

transfected with si-GPR56 took significantly consume time 

and was consistent in the cytoplasm and core even following 

24 hours of treatment. With regards to this, bringing down 

GPR56 articulation involving siRNA caused a decrease in 

ARE-managed columnist quality action as well as a 

decrease in the statement of public service announcement, 

an AR target quality. 

In view of our discoveries and prior reports, the presence of 

guarantee androgen effector pathway appears to be 

unavoidable, including a non-genomic path interceded by 

means of GPR56 (and perhaps other GPCRs) that enacts 

cAMP and PKA and a genomic pathway that is intervened 

through the atomic AR by direct restricting of androgens. 

Enactment of both these pathways is expected for complete 

androgen flagging. Hence, initiation of GPCRs, for 

example, GPR56 by androgens is fundamental for enacting 

the PKA pathway that uncouples the AR from HSP90 so it 

can relocate into core to perform its capabilities. 

What can be the physiological job of androgen restricting to 

GPR56? Albeit a lot is had some significant awareness of 

GPR56 capability in the mind, nearly little is had some 

significant awareness of its job in different organs like the 

prostate. A portion of the impacts of androgens in the 

cerebrum and different organs possibly will be interceded by 

GPR56. Androgens assume a basic part in neuron 

myelination in mice, and mutilation hinders enlistment of 

astrocytes to axons. GPR56 is likewise a controller of 

oligodendrocyte improvement and manages myelin sheath 

development. The androgen impact on the development of 

the myelin sheath could be intervened by GPR56. Over 

expression of the C-terminal area of GPR56 cause expanded 

emission of VEGF in melanoma cells. Androgens upgrade 

VEGF articulation both at the RNA and protein levels. 

Whereas androgen restricting to the C-terminal space of 

GPR56 assumes an part in expanded VEGF discharge wants 

further examination. 

We review exhibits that broad constructive cross-talk exist 

in the genomic and non-genomic methods of AR flagging. 

Since androgens enact GPR56, bringing about actuation of 

PKA and Rho flagging pathway, initiated PKA is thus vital 

for traditional AR flagging. Accordingly, in CRPC patient 

who has low groupings of androgen, deviant enactment of 

GPR56 or PKA into the cell by specialists other than 

androgens can set off AR actuation. This could be a 

significant justification for the disappointment of endocrine 

treatments in CRPC patients. Of the 25 prostate growth tests 

that we explored, GPR56 mRNA articulation was higher in 

all examples tried uncovering its conceivable contribution in 

cancer cell multiplication. To approve, two distinct 

arrangements of preliminaries were utilized for dissecting 

GPR56 articulation in persistent examples, considering the 

huge number of GPR56 records of different sizes saw in 
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cells (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/quality/9289). Be that as it 

may, however the example size was low, at this point all 

quiet examples showed an expansion in GPR56 mRNA 

articulation utilizing both groundwork sets (enveloping a 

piece of either N-terminal or C-terminal space). TCGA 

information examination utilizing quality articulation 

information from 495 growth and typical examples 

uncovered practically 3.4 crease higher articulation of 

GPR56 in growth tests when contrasted with ordinary 

examples showing a general distinction in articulation of 

GPR56 in prostate disease patients. 

The way that mice missing GPR56 articulation (GPR56/-) 

have impeded or no testicles improvement reinforces 

GPR56's job as a layer androgen receptor. The basic job of 

GPR56 in male generation and the advancement of PCa 

should be laid out. At present, GPCRs comprise the absolute 

most significant medication focus as they perceive different 

ligands and are found nearly universally in the body. The 

improvement of medication focuses against GPR56 and a 

reasonable bad guy might be viable in restricting prostate 

cancer development; in any case, such targets should be 

painstakingly planned so the positive job of GPR56 in 

mental health isn't compromised. Further exploration studies 

are expected to make sense of the job of GPR56 as a layer 

androgen receptor and it is capability in various organs into 

the human body totally. 

 

Summary 
Taking everything into account, we report that GPR56 can 

tie to testosterone which is fundamental for fast layer started 

reaction. Androgen restricting to GPR56 actuates PKA and 

this initiation sets AR free from HSP90 and prompts its 

movement into the core. It is likewise revealed that 

androgen restricting to GPR56 actuates Rho pathway which 

should be additionally explained for their job in androgen 

flagging. Explicit expansion in articulation of GPR56 was 

seen in growth tests of PCa patients when contrasted with 

ordinary tissue. Androgen actuated enactment of GPR56 

flagging is significant for typical old style androgen flagging 

by means of the atomic AR. By involving GPR56 as a 

restorative objective, traditional androgen flagging can 

likewise be hindered. 
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